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[1] This paper develops a sequential entropy filter for disaggregating nonpoint sources from
ambient data. A numerical simulation based on sediment loading is provided to illustrate the ability
of the sequential entropy filter to recover the underlying parameters and optimally disaggregate
ambient sediment load among nonpoint sources. In the process we show the equivalence of this
sequential entropy filter with Bayes’ theorem and, given this equivalence, argue that the sequential
entropy filter is more applicable than traditional Bayesian estimators are when the parameter
distributions are unknown or when the sample is undersized, which is typically the case when
dealing with natural resource data. INDEX TERMS: 1815 Hydrology: Erosion and sedimentation;
1860 Hydrology: Runoff and streamflow; 1871 Hydrology: Surface water quality; KEYWORDS:
minimum relative entropy, Bayes’ theorem, irreversibility, nonpoint source pollution

1. Introduction

[2] This study extends the use of the minimum relative entropy
(MRE) method to a sequential filter problem. A sequential entropy
filter is developed and then applied to the problem of estimating
sediment loading from nonpoint sources. This example illustrates
the ability of the filter to sequentially estimate the parameters of the
problem where the underlying parameter distributions are unknown
and the data are drawn from an undersized sample (i.e., an ill-posed
inverse problem). This work follows previous analysis of water
resources using the entropy approach [Singh and Krstanovic, 1987;
Singh and Fiorentino, 1992; Woodbury and Ulrych, 1993, 1996,
1998a, 1998b]. Our methodology and application contribute to the
literature by addressing the sequential properties of the entropy
approach and the ability of the sequential entropy filter to disag-
gregate nonpoint source pollution among its contributing sources,
which can provide resource managers with a valuable tool for
controlling nonpoint source pollution. In addition, there is a
considerable economic benefit from being able to initiate control
programs sooner rather than waiting for the complete data set to be
collected before starting pollution control.
[3] This paper focuses on the problem of sequentially updating

parameters for two main reasons: the irreversibility inherent in
many natural resource and pollution related problems and the
possibility of time-varying parameters. Consider sediment loading,
for example, which increases the incidence of flooding and the
destruction of critical habitat. If one waits for a sufficiently large
data set to be collected before estimating the relationship between
load and sources, then in the interim habitat is compromised.
Without the necessary habitat, threatened species may perish,
resulting in irreversible losses. If we can estimate this relationship
with a small undersized sample, then actions can be taken, in the
interim, to avoid irreversible losses.
[4] Consider the case where treatment occurs at one or all of the

contributing nonpoint sources. If we are interested in recognizing
changes in the sediment-loading parameters resulting from treat-
ment effort, then there is a need to sequentially update the sedi-

ment-loading parameters. Also, if the system being analyzed is not
stationary, in the sense that the parameters vary with time, a single
fixed regression specification will result in the researcher missing
changes in the evolution of the parameters over time. Of course,
the irreversibility constraint is perhaps a more compelling reason to
sequentially update. However, we may find control problems that
do not pose an irreversible loss where we may still want to
sequentially update to record changes in the system.
[5] In our analysis, parameter distributions are optimally

updated, as new data become available. This sequential updating
process can be modeled as an information acquisition problem.
Zellner [1988] derives Bayes’ theorem as an optimal and efficient
information-processing rule (IPR) in the sense that there is no
unused information contained in the data or incorporation of
extraneous information. This result is obtained by solving an
entropy specified objective function. Bayes’ theorem is stated as
follows:

P qtjYt! " # P Ytjqt; Yt$1! " % P qtjYt$1! "
P Yt! " ; !1"

where P(qt|Yt) is the posterior conditional distribution for qt given
new data, Yt, P(Yt|qt, Yt $ 1) is the likelihood function, P(qt|Yt $ 1) is
the prior distribution on qt, andP(Yt) is themarginal distribution ofYt.
[6] Alternatively, the sequential updating process can be

characterized using a Kalman filter (KF) or state-space model,
which we define below. Meinhold and Singpurwalla [1983] show,
under strict assumptions of independent and normally distributed
errors, the equivalence between the KF and Bayes’ theorem.
Similar, Havenner and Craine [1981] and later Diderrich [1985]
show the equivalence of the Theil-Goldberger mixed least squares
estimator (TGME) to the KF when the same assumptions apply.
Later in the analysis we use these earlier results to show the
equivalence of the TGME with the sequential entropy filter and
thus Bayes’ theorem. We then relax the assumption of independ-
ent and normally distributed errors and illustrate the ability of the
sequential entropy filter to recover the nonpoint source sediment-
loading parameters and optimally disaggregate the ambient sedi-
ment measures using a known data set. We find that the entropy
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filter performs well in reconstructing the underlying state-space
parameters even though (1) there is an undersized sample prob-
lem, (2) the data used in the simulation are highly correlated, and
(3) there are no a priori assumptions about the underlying
distributions, except for an assumption about the range of values
over which the parameters will be found. This assumption is
similar to the implicit assumption made about the range of values
for all known distributions.
[7] The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we

introduce the entropy approach, which is followed by a presentation
of the state-space model and a demonstration of the equivalence
between the sequential entropy filter and Bayes’ theorem. We then
specify the sequential entropy filter, after which a numerical
simulation is conducted using a generated data set to show the
ability of the sequential entropy filter to reconstruct the unobserv-
able model parameters and optimally disaggregate the ambient
load. We conclude with some comments on this new approach.

2. The Entropy Approach

[8] Two important components to our statistical problem are (1)
in each sequential update, there are more parameters than obser-
vations, and (2) the underlying distributions are unknown. The first
problem creates a situation where there are infinitely many
combinations of parameter values that satisfy the state-space model
(see equations (2) and (3) below) and presents a complication for
conventional approaches since the matrix of explanatory variables
is not of full rank and thus noninvertible. To overcome this data
problem, conventional estimation requires many restrictions, such
as aggregation, on the parameter space. The second problem
requires ad hoc assumptions on the distributions to employ the
KF or TGME approach. Of course, the most common assumption
is that the errors are independent and normally distributed. Wood-
bury and Ulrych [1993] show how this assumption injects more
information than actually exists.
[9] Fortunately, there is a solution to these problems. With an

entropy approach, no assumptions on the moments of the error
distribution are necessary. Also, the entropy approach does not
require matrix inversion and thus avoids the negative degrees of
freedom problem inherent in data from undersized samples. In
addition, entropy modeling allows for easy incorporation of prior
knowledge [Woodbury and Ulrych, 1993], which provides us with
an easy vehicle for sequentially updating probability distributions.
[10] The use of the maximum entropy (ME) and MRE formal-

isms is growing in acceptance. Applications of the principles of ME
and MRE can be found in economics, image reconstruction,
physics, and water resource engineering [see, e.g., Golan et al.,
1996; Gull and Daniell, 1978; Gull and Skilling, 1984; Singh and
Fiorentino, 1992; Skilling, 1989; Sengupta, 1993; Tikochinsky et
al., 1984; Woodbury and Ulrych, 1993, 1996, 1998a, 1998b;
Zellner, 1988, 1997]. Shannon [1948] first introduced the entropy
formalism to measure the expected information contained in a noisy
message. Jaynes [1957] and Kullback [1959] expanded information
entropy, developing methods for use in problems of statistical
inference. However, as pointed out by Woodbury and Ulrych
[1993, 1996], the principle of maximum entropy has had its
detractors. There has been considerable work to quiet these detrac-
tors. In this paper we draw a direct connection between entropy and
traditional Bayesian approaches to inference. This connection
clearly reveals, under conditions of normality, that least squares
and maximum likelihood techniques are special cases of the entropy
formalism. The fact that entropy estimators devolve to conventional
likelihood estimators as the sample size increases serves to further
demystify the principles of maximum and minimum relative
entropy, clearing the way for wider use in empirical analysis.
[11] In general, the entropy formalism provides an optimality

criterion for choosing a posterior distribution from among infin-
itely many distributions. The criterion selects the least informative

distribution that is consistent with the data. Jaynes [1957] shows
that this criterion maximizes the multiplicity. The optimally chosen
distribution is the one that can be realized in the greatest number of
ways and which is consistent with what is known. If we assume a
priori that there is no information on the state variable distribution,
then we can assume that states are equally likely. This uninformed
distribution will be uniform over the state variable range. Therefore
the preferred posterior distribution is the one closest, in informa-
tion, to the uniform distribution yet consistent with the data. If
there is prior information about the unobservable distribution, then
the minimum relative entropy (MRE) objective function can be
used to minimize the difference in information between the
informed prior and the posterior distribution while satisfying data
constraints. It can be shown that the MRE model reduces to the
maximum entropy (ME) model when the prior is specified as
uniform. Since we are interested in sequential updating, we begin
the numerical simulation with a uniform prior distribution (i.e., no
prior knowledge) and allow the data to determine the sequential
estimation, where each subsequent prior distribution will be the
posterior distribution from the previous period.

3. The State-Space Model, Bayes’ Theorem, and
the Sequential Entropy Filter

[12] In this section we begin by formally defining a general
state-space model and later specifying the model for the case of
independent and normally distributed errors. After we define the
state-space model we provide a proof of the equivalence of the
sequential entropy filter with Bayes’ theorem. This proof shows the
entropy approach is consistent with conventional Bayesian proce-
dures and that the KF and the TGME approach are both special
cases of the entropy formalism. It follows from this proof that the
sequential entropy filter is a more general approach to inference
than KF or TGME in that it can be employed when the distribution
is unknown and there is an undersized sample.
[13] First, let Yt be a vector of observed values of the variable of

interest. Yt depends on the unobservable quantity qt, which is
defined as the state of nature. We wish to make inferences about
qt, a (n % 1) vector whose dimensions are independent of Yt. This
relationship is defined as a linear function and is represented by the
observation equation

Yt # Ftqt & vt; !2"

where Ft, commonly referred to as the transition matrix, is a known
quantity. This linear function is presented as a simple case. (The
traditional Kalman filter requires a linear specification of the
observation and state equations [Kalman, 1960]. The extended
Kalman filter was developed for nonlinear equations insofar as the
equations are linearized using a Taylor series approximation.) More
elaborate observation equations are admissible when applying the
sequential entropy filter approach. The observation error vt is
assumed to have a zero mean and unknown variance Vt. The state of
nature may vary with time and is represented by the state equation

qt # Gtqt$1 & wt ; !3"

where the (n % n) updating matrix Gt may be a known quantity and
wt, the system error, is assumed to have a zero mean and unknown
variance Wt. There are no assumptions made on the relationship
between vt and wt.
[14] To derive our equivalence proof of the sequential entropy

filter and Bayes’ theorem, however, we will assume the error terms
from the state-spacemodel are independent and normally distributed.
To estimate the parameters of state-space model, we minimize the
entropy objective function, which combinesMRE andMEmeasures

Z

h qt! "1n h qt! "=h qt$1! "
! "

dqt &
Z

h vt! " 1n h vt! "! "dvt !4"
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subject to the state and observation equations (2) and (3), where
h(qt) and h(vt) are the probability distributions for the random
variables qt and vt, respectively. The first term of the objective
function shown in (4) is the minimum relative entropy specification
for the state-space parameters where the prior distribution is
denoted h(qt $ 1). The second term is a maximum entropy
specification for the error term where the prior distribution is
assumed to be uniform. This formal model is consistent with the
generalized cross-entropy estimator shown by Golan et al. [1996].
Correspondingly, the TGME objective function minimizes the two
generalized least squares measures

Yt $ Ftqt! "0V$1
t Yt $ Ftqt! " & qt $ Gtqt$1! "0R$1

t qt $ Gtqt$1! " ; !5"

whereRt'Gt!t $ 1G
0
t +Wt and!t $ 1 is the variance of (qt $ 1|Yt $ 1).

In the proof that follows we show that the solution to each of these
objective functions is identical.
[15] First, we decompose the two terms in the entropy speci-

fication. If we examine the first term, K(qt:qt $ 1) =
R

h(qt)ln(h(qt)/
h(qt $ 1))dqt and solve the integral over all qt, we obtain via
Kullback [1959, pp. 189–190]
Z

h qt! "1n h qt! "=h qt$1! "
"

dqt # 1
21n

Rt jj
Rt$1jj

!

& 1

2
tr Rt R$1

t$1 $ R$1
t

# $

& 1

2
tr R$1

t$1 qt $ Gtqt$1! " qt $ Gtqt$1! "0:

!6"

If we assume that the covariance matrices are identical (i.e., R = Rt

= Rt $ 1), then we can simplify (6) to
Z

h qt! "1n
!

h qt! "=h qt$1! "
"

dqt # 1
2trR

$1
t qt $ Gtqt$1! "

( qt $ Gtqt$1! "0 ( !7"

Given the properties of the trace of a matrix, (7) can be written as

Z

h qt! "1n
!

h qt! "=h qt! "
"

dqt # 1
2 qt $ Gtqt$1! "0R$1

t qt $ Gtqt$1! " (

!8"

Therefore arg min K(qt:qt $ 1) = arg min (qt $ Gqt $ 1)
0Rt

$1

(qt $ Gqt $ 1).
[16] Now consider the second term of the entropy specification

H vt! " #
Z

h vt! "1n h vt! "! " dvt ( !9"

Given that any ME objective function can be defined as a MRE
objective function with a uniform prior, we rewrite (9) as

Z

h vt! "1n h vt! "! " dvt #
Z

h vt! "1n h vt! "
h vt$1! "

% &

dvt ( !10"

We can now apply the previous result to (10) and obtain

Z

h vt! "1n h vt! "
h vt$1! "

% &

dvt #
1

2
vt $ vt$1"0v$t 1!vt $ vt$1" (
#

!11"

Given the assumption that the observation errors are uncorrelated,
last period’s error term (vt $ 1) is zero. Rewriting the expression for
vt yields

Z

h vt! "1n h vt! "
h vt$1! "

% &

dvt #
1

2
Yt $ Ftqt! "0V$1

t Yt $ Ftqt! " ( !12"

Therefore

arg min H vt! " # arg min y$ Fq! "0V$1 y$ Fq! " (

It follows then that minimizing the entropy objective function
yields the same estimator as the TGME.
[17] To show the equivalence of the sequential entropy filter to

Bayes’ theorem, we now turn to Diderrich [1985], who proved that
the solution to the TGME is equivalent to the solution to theKFwhen
the errors are independent and normally distributed. From the
derivation above, it follows that the sequential entropy filter is
equivalent to the solution to the KF under these conditions, such that

q̂t # Gt q̂t$1 & RtF
0
t Vt & FtRtF

0
t

# $$1
et; !13"

where et # Yt $ FtGt q̂t$1

! "

and the estimated posterior covar-
iance matrix is

!t # Rt $ RtF
0
t Vt & FtRtF

0
t

# $$1
FtRt ( !14"

From here we take the proof from Meinhold and Singpurwalla
[1983], which shows that the solution to Bayes’ theorem is in fact
the solution to the KF given the assumptions of normality and
independence of the error terms. Therefore it must be the case that
when the errors on the observation and state equation are
independent and distributed normal, the solutions to Bayes’
theorem and the sequential entropy filter are equivalent.

4. The Sequential Entropy Filter Specification

[18] Recall that the problem with most nonpoint source pollu-
tion problems is that in any single period, the number of parameters
exceeds the number of observations. This implies that F, the matrix
of explanatory variables, is not of full rank. To estimate this model
with traditional least squares or maximum likelihood methods
requires narrow and often arbitrary restrictions on the parameters.
With the entropy specification we reparameterize the model from
parameter space to probability space and select the probability
distribution with information entropy closest to the information
entropy of the prior distribution yet consistent with the data. In this
way we select the most conservative or least informative posterior
distribution. For the entropy specification we relax the assumptions
of independent and normally distributed errors for the state and
observation equations.
[19] The specification of the empirical model begins by repar-

ameterizing the state-space parameters as follows:

qn;t #
X

i

zipn;t;i ; 8n ; wn;t #
X

j

zwj p
w
n;j;t ; 8n ; vt #

X

j

zvj p
v
j;t ; !15"

where z, zw, and zv are conformable row vectors of support values
(with elements zi, zj

w and zj
v, respectively) that map from parameter

space to discrete probability space such that in each case the
expected value of the discrete probability distribution is the state-
space parameter. This reparameterization follows from the discrete
probabilistic derivation of the generalized cross-entropy formalism
of Golan et al. [1996]. Notice we consider the errors to be

Table 1. Correlation Coefficient for the Streamflows

s1 s2 s3

s1 1 . . . . . .
s2 0.797431 1 . . .
s3 0.739242 0.874188 1
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parameters of the model as well. In this derivation the subscript i
denotes the support values for the n parameters; j denotes the
support values for the error terms; and t denotes time. The discrete
probability distributions sum to unity such that

X

i

pn;i;t # 1; 8n;
X

j

pwn;j;t # 1; 8n ;
X

j

pvj;t # 1: !16"

Substituting (15) into (2) and (3) yields

Yt #
X

n

X

i

fn;tzn;i pn;i;t &
X

j

zvj p
v
t;j ; !17"

X

i

zn;i pn;i;t #
X

i

gn;t zn;i;t$1 &
X

j

zwj p
w
n; j;t ( !18"

In each time period t, the sequential entropy filter objective
function specification is

Min
X

n

X

i

pn;i ln pn;i
'

qn;i

! "

&
X

n

X

j

pwn; j lnp
w
n; j &

X

j

pvj lnp
v
j

!19"

subject to (16), (17), and (18), where qn,i ' pn,i,t $ 1 is the prior
probability on the ith support value for the nth state variable. The
subscript t is dropped because the model is a series of similar
sequential optimization programs. Equation (17) defines an
ill-posed situation where only one observation on y is available

at time t. For a well-posed problem at time t, the number of
observations, denoted as k, will exceed the number of parameters
to be estimated n. In this case, (17) can be written as

Yk;t #
X

n

X

i

fk;n;t zn;i pn;i;t &
X

j

zvj p
v
t;j ; 1 ) k ) K ( !20"

The analytical solution for the sequential updating model can be
found by taking the derivatives of the following Lagrangian with
respect to the probabilities:

L #
X

i

X

n

pn;i ln
pn;i
qn;i

% &

&
X

n

X

j

pwn; j ln pwn; j

! "

&
X

j

pvn; j ln pvn; j

! "

&
X

k

lk Yk $
X

n

fk;n
X

i

zn;i pn;i

 

$
X

j

zvj p
v
j

!

&
X

n

hn
X

i

zn;i pn;i $ gn
X

i

zn;iqn;i

 

$
X

j

zwj p
w
n; j

!

&
X

n

mn 1$
X

i

pn;i

 !

&
X

n

f n 1$
X

j

pwn; j

 !

& d 1$
X

j

pvj

 !

!21"

The solution to (21) is unique regardless of k, the number of
observations. Solving for the p, assuming the earlier ill-posed
condition (i.e., k = 1), yields

p̂n;i # "nqn;i exp l fnzn;i $ hkzn;i & mn&
#

h&n zn;ig
&
n

$

; 8n; 8i ; !22"

p̂wn; j # "w
n exp hnz

w
n; j

! "

; 8n; 8j ; !23"

p̂vj # "vexp lzvj
! "

; 8j ; !24"
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Figure 1. Actual daily average streamflows.

Table 2. Subwatershed Statistics by Streamflow

Streamflow Average
Flow

Standard
Deviation

Square Miles

s1 49.46018 89.3154 7.78
s2 297.6424 391.5219 65.4
s3 492.0345 593.6405 115.8
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where

"n #
X

i

qn;i exp l fnzn;i $ hnzn;i&
#

mn & h&n zn;ig
&
n

" !#$1

; 8n ;

!25"

"w
n #

X

j

exp hn z
w
n; j

! "

" #$1

; 8n ; and"v #
X

j

exp lzvj
! "

" #$1

;

!26"

where the superscript plus sign denotes the next period values since
the current period probabilities influence next period via the state
equation, and ", "w and "v are normalization factors, commonly
referred to as partition functions, which convert the relative
probabilities into absolute probabilities [Golan et al., 1996].
Substituting these estimates into (15) yields point estimates for the
unobservable variables, q̂, v̂, and ŵ.
[20] There is a Bayesian interpretation for this solution. The

estimated probability distributions h p̂! "; h p̂w! ", and h p̂v! " are the
posterior distributions given prior information and new data. The
prior probability distribution for the state parameters is q, and the
prior distribution on the error terms is the uniform distribution. The
exponential term is analogous to the likelihood function, and the
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Figure 3. Scenario 1, estimated sediment-loading parameters.
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Figure 2. Simulated daily ambient sediment load.
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normalization factors, ", are analogous to the marginal probability
distributions for the data Yt.
[21] In subsequent periods the previous period’s posterior

probability distribution serves as the prior probability distribution.
In the numerical simulation we assume no prior knowledge
except for the support value ranges and start the sequential
updating with a uniform prior distribution. This implies that the
sequential updating is completely driven by the data rather than
based on the researcher’s subjective priors, although there is
nothing inappropriate, in principle, about including the research-
er’s subjective priors.

5. Numerical Simulation

[22] To empirically illustrate our finding, we evaluate a numer-
ical simulation based on sediment loading data from the Redwood

Creek Watershed located in northwestern California. The simulated
watershed is limited to three streamflows that feed into a single
channel. The simulated ambient sediment load is measured down-
stream from the confluence of the three streams. Table 1 lists the
correlation coefficients between the three streamflows, and Table 2
provides descriptive statistics that characterize the streamflows.
The state-space model defined in (2) and (3) is represented by the
observation equation

Q t! " #
X

n

qn t! "; qn t! " # a flwn t! "! "S
n

v n t! "; !27"

and the parameter state equations

sn t! " # sn t $ 1! " & wn t! "; 8n ( !28"
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Figure 5. Scenario 2, estimated sediment-loading parameters.
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Equation (33) is an adaptation of the Singh and Krstanovic [1987]
model relating streamflow and sediment loading. Q(t) is ambient
sediment loading (tons) for day t, qn(t) is the sediment loading from
the nth source for day t, a converts [cubic feet per second(cfs)]s

n

into tons, flwn(t) is a measure of daily streamflow (cfs) for the nth
source for day t, sn(t) is the sediment-loading parameter for the nth
source for day t, vn(t) is the observation error for source n on day t,
and wn(t) is the state error for source n on day t. For ease of
exposition, we set a = 1. The sediment loading from each stream is
calculated using predetermined sediment-loading parameters in
(29):

logqn t! " # sn log flwn t! "! " ( !29"

The daily ambient sediment-loading measure is calculated by
summing the three sediment-loading levels on each day.
[23] The objective of this simulation is to sequentially estimate

the three sediment-loading parameters with data limited to daily
streamflow and ambient sediment measures. In the simulation we
construct four scenarios that progressively relax the assumptions
on the underlying sediment parameters used to generate the
ambient sediment value (Qt). The first scenario is the case when
the predetermined sediment-loading parameters are set equal to the
expected sediment-loading value of one. This scenario tests the
extent to which the sequential entropy filter estimates of the state
parameters deviate from the expected prior under large fluctuations
in streamflow. The second scenario uses sediment-loading param-
eters randomly selected from a set of values ranging from 0.7 to 1,
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Figure 7. Scenario 3, estimated sediment-loading parameters; s3 is actual value for source 3.
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such that scenario 1 (s1) = 0.8397, s2 = 0.8924, and s3 = 0.9193.
Scenario 3 differs from scenario 2 in that the sediment-loading
parameter for the third stream decreases over time. In this scenario
we do not explicitly model this time-varying downward trend, but
aim to test the ability of the sequential entropy filter to recover the
underlying parameters given an incomplete specification of the
parameter updating equations. Scenario 4 specifies a time trend
parameter in the parameter updating equation such that

sn t! " # sn t $ 1! " & gn t! " & vn t! "; 8n ; !30"

where gn(t) is a trend or control on the nth sediment-loading
parameter on the tth day. In essence, this trend can be seen as a

proxy for treatment control that decreases sediment loading from a
given stream.
[24] The vectors z, zv, and zw, which are support values for the

state parameters and two error terms, respectively (with elements
zi, zj

v, and zj
w), are established based on prior knowledge of the

streamflow data and sediment-loading parameters. The number of
supports is limited to three to provide a simple triangular
distribution. The support vectors for the observation equation
error terms (zv,n) are weighted by the standard deviation of each
streamflow well beyond the three-sigma rule [Golan et al., 1996]
such that zv,1 2 [$12.14,12.14], zv,2 2 [$15.35,15.35], and zv,3 2
[$16.25,16.25]. The support values for all of the sediment-
loading parameters range between 0 and 2, conforming to
estimates given by Singh and Krstanovic [1987]. The support
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Figure 9. Scenario 4, estimated sediment-loading parameters; s3 is actual value for source 3.
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values on the error term in all of the parameter updating
equations range between $0.5 and 0.5, which is arbitrarily set
to allow the parameter to increase or decrease easily throughout
the parameter range. The streamflow data set was obtained from
published U.S. Geological Survey gauging stations reports and
contains a total of 958 daily observations, which span five rain
seasons (October through April). The streamflow data are plotted
in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the simulated daily tonnage of
ambient sediment loading.
[25] The results from the sequential entropy filter experiments

are shown in Figures 3–10. These figures present the estimated
sediment-loading parameter and the percent absolute predicted
error (PAPE). Table 3 lists the average daily PAPE for each of
the scenarios. We calculate the PAPE for each sediment-loading
parameter in each scenario to demonstrate the predictive ability of
the sequential entropy filter, where

PAPE # 100% estimated parameter $ actual parameterjj
actual parameter

( !31"

[26] The overall results are encouraging when we consider the
high degree of correlation among the streamflows (see Table 1).
Scenario 1 performs best among the alternatives, which is not
unexpected, given that the actual sediment-loading parameters are
equal to the expected value of the prior distribution. Scenario 1 is
depicted in Figures 3 and 4. Note in Figure 3 that the estimated
loading parameters deviate slightly from one under the sharp
spikes in sediment load shown in Figures 1 and 2 but return close
to the prior value with additional observations. Scenario 2 performs
well, and we can clearly see in Figures 5 and 6 how the sequential
entropy filter can learn and gradually reduce the predicted error as
more data are collected and the parameters are sequentially
updated. Comparing Figures 6 and 1 shows that sharp changes

in the percent prediction error are associated with peak storm
events that result in the most informative observations.
[27] When we turn to the scenarios where the sediment-loading

parameter for a single source varies systematically over time, the
sequential entropy filter still performs well. Figures 7 and 8
illustrate the results for scenario 3 where the underlying sediment
parameters are randomly selected and the parameter for source 3
decreases over time. We see that the PAPE declines over time and
the estimated sediment-loading parameter for the third source
tracks the constructed decline in that sediment-loading parameter.
However, since the systematic change in the sediment-loading
parameter on source 3 is not specified in the equation of motion,
the effect is incorporated in the percent error, which can be seen by
comparing Figures 6 and 8. Scenario 4, where we explicitly model
the decline in the sediment-loading parameters, is depicted in
Figures 9 and 10. The sequential entropy filter in this scenario
outperforms scenarios 2 and 3. Table 3 shows a significant
improvement in precision between scenarios 3 and 4 for source 3.
As for the other two sites, we see a slight improvement in the
precision for source 2 and a slight decrease in precision for source 1
when we explicitly model the systematic change in the sediment-
loading parameters. We can explain the superior performance in
scenario 4 by noting that when we explicitly model a change in the
parameters the full specification allows the model to better track the
evolution of the parameter as the sequential entropy filter learns.
That is, when we begin with a prior expectation that differs from the
actual parameter values, then the third scenario specification does
not model the change in the parameter over time and forces the
changes into the state equation errors.

6. Concluding Remarks

[28] In this paper we have introduced a new approach for
optimally updating parameter estimates when the data come from
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Figure 10. Scenario 4, percent absolute predicted error.

Table 3. Average Daily Percent Absolute Predicted Error

s1 s2 s3 Total

Scenario 1 3.213706 2.784342 1.515459 7.513507
Scenario 2 9.756148 2.852151 1.031916 13.64022
Scenario 3 7.514317 4.583284 3.649421 15.74702
Scenario 4 8.054067 3.598364 1.883878 13.53631
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an undersized sample and the underlying distributions are
unknown. From our analytical derivation, we see that the sequen-
tial entropy filter will yield the same results as the conventional KF
approach under the assumption of independent and normally
distributed observation and state equation errors. An empirical test
against a known data set shows the sequential entropy filter
performs well even when the explanatory variables are highly
correlated and the sample is undersized.
[29] Furthermore, we argue that the entropy model has several

advantages for estimating parameters from unknown distributions
or undersized samples. First, the entropy specification is more
general than the TGME or KF. When the data are not Gaussian, the
entropy specification still provides a unique solution whereas the
TGME and KF are no longer applicable. In addition, the entropy
specification we present can be used to solve well or ill-posed data
processes. Finally, the entropy model is computationally simple
and provides a method for conducting empirical Bayesian analysis
that can be easily implemented.
[30] The sequential entropy filter provides practitioners with a

new tool for solving many of today’s dynamic problems. We hope
this exercise has demystified the entropy formalism and will
facilitate future applications involving the sequential entropy filter
and other entropy derived estimators.
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